SMALL GROUP CRITIQUE-60 POINTS

Name: _________________________ Topic: ______________________ Date:_______

AUDIENCE ADAPTATION: (5 points) ______
  Topic and approach adequate for time limit
  Interesting, relevant information presented
  Consistent concern for the audience

ORGANIZATION / MESSAGE:

  Introduction: (5 points) ______
    Attention device
    States the topic
    Preview of main points

  Body: (15 points) ______
    Adequate development of ideas
    Clear and distinct main points
    Appropriate supporting materials
    Source selection and citation

  Conclusion: (5 points) ______
    Summarizes the content
    Effective closure

DELIVERY: (10 points) ______
  Eye contact
  Adequate volume
  Rate and fluency

LANGUAGE: (5 points) ______
  Uses language clearly
  Grammatically acceptable

GRADE SUMMARY: Total Points _____

GROUP PERFORMANCE: (15 points) Percentage   Grade ______
  Unity of group presentation
  Use of transitions
  Logical flow of ideas